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Abstract

In this paper, we present a method to transfer the
style of a stylized face to another face without style and
recover photo-realistic face from the same stylized face
image simultaneously. Here style refers to the local
patterns or textures of some existing paintings. Style
transfer gives a new way for artistic creation while style
removal can be beneficial for face verification or photo-
realistic content editing. Our approach contains two
components: the Style Transfer Network (STN) and
the Style Removal Network (SRN). STN renders the
style of the stylized image to the non-stylized image and
the SRN is designed to remove the style of a stylized
photo. By applying the two networks successively to an
original input photo, the output should match the input
photo. The experiment results in a variety of portraits
and styles demonstrate our approach’s effectiveness.

1 Introduction

Style transfer plays a vital role in image manipula-
tion and creates new artistic works in different artistic
styles from existing photographs. The inverse problem
of recovering photo-realistic faces from corresponding
artistic portraits is also investigated in this paper. In
both tasks, we need to preserve the identity. In the
style transfer task, reconstructing images from deep
features may lead to extreme distortions which can re-
sult in identity loss. Generally, stylized faces can have
diverse facial expressions and the facial details are dis-
torted, so it is not easy to recover photo-realistic face
images from stylized faces. Thus, both tasks are chal-
lenging.

A variety of methods have been proposed for style
transfer. Previous CNN based methods leverage a pre-
trained network to extract deep features and match
their gram matrix statics to recombine the style of
artistic work and the content of a given photo [3, 2,
7, 9, 12, 17, 18, 19].

Style transfer and removal can also be posed as a do-
main adaption problem [21, 8, 16, 1]. Inspired by these
methods which can transfer an image from a source im-
age domain to have images appearance similarity with
images in a target domain, we introduce a way to trans-
fer style to a face photo, where the style is from an
example face of another person. At the same time, we

can also remove the style of the stylized face. We use
two asymmetric networks (Figure 1): one to transfer
style and another one to remove style. The style trans-
fer network takes a source face image and a stylized
face image as input, while the style removal network
only requires the stylized face image as input. Both
transform networks should preserve the identity of the
source face image. We utilize the style removal network
to help maintain the identity in the style transfer pro-
cess. And we also employ the identity-preserving and
the pixel-level Euclidean loss functions to constrain the
recovered faces to lie on the manifold of faces without
style while preserving its identity. Finally, we leverage
adversarial loss to ensure that we can obtain satisfying
visual results.

To sum up, our main contributions are:

• A transform network that can transfer the style of
a stylized face photo to a source face photo and
recover photo-realistic face from the same stylized
face image.

• We unite an adversarial loss, a cycle-consistent
loss, an identity-preserving loss and a pixel-level
similarity loss to transfer style and recover face.

2 Related Work

2.1 Style Transfer and Style Removal

Given a style image and a content image, the tra-
ditional style transfer methods render the style of the
style image to the content image to produce a new styl-
ized image. Most recent style transfer approaches uti-
lize Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), but use
different loss function and diverse optimization method
[4, 2, 9, 10, 17]. Gatys et al. [4] first proposed to em-
ploy a CNN for style transfer which is to use optimiza-
tion to match the gram matrix correlation statistics.
Johnson et al. [9] speed up the process by training a
feed-forward network using perceptual loss functions.

Different from style transfer, style removal is to dig-
itally remove the style of the stylized image [1, 16]. In
our work, we simultaneously perform both tasks and we
demonstrate that better results can be gained by im-
proving the processes of transfer and removal in turn.
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2.2 Generative adversarial networks

Style transfer and style removal can also be treated
as a domain adaptation problem which is to learn a
mapping between the source image domain and target
image domain. Many researchers have used generative
adversarial networks (GAN) [5] for the mappings of two
image domains and have achieved appealing results in
style transfer [11], image editing [20] and image gener-
ation [15]. Isola et al. introduced a ”pix2pix” frame-
work which learns a mapping between the input and
the output images utilizing a conditional generative ad-
versarial network [6]. To learn the mapping, Zhu et al.
proposed CycleGAN which adopted generative network
with a cycle consistency loss to make the distribution
of the mapped images cannot be distinguished from
that of real images in the target domain. Based on the
CycleGAN model, Chang et al. [1] proposed Paired-
CycleGAN to transfer an arbitrary makeup style to
another photo. In our work, we employ cycle architec-
ture together with variants of cycle-consistency loss to
transfer the style of the reference stylized face to the
source face and remove the style of the stylized face at
the same time.

Figure 1. The architecture of our framework con-
tains two parts: a style transfer network G and a
style removal network F which are learned simul-
taneously. G learns to render the style of yα to x
while F learns to remove the style of yα. Adver-
sarial discriminators DY aims to distinguish be-
tween the real stylized faces xr and samples gen-
erated by G, and vice versa for F and DX . While
DS is used to determine if two pairs of faces are
stylized with the same style. The results in the
first state are used as input to generate images
in the second state. Then by comparing the out-
put of the second state with the input, we aim to
preserve identity and style consistency.

3 Method

Let X and Y be the no-style and with-style image
domains and we have training samples {xi}Ni=1 where

xi ∈ X and {yj}Mj=1 where yj ∈ Y . Y α ∈ Y stands for a
sub-domain of Y that consists of images of a particular
style α. We denote yj as yαj while yj ∈ Y α. Denote
data distribution of X and Y as x ∼ pX and y ∼ pY .

As illustrated in Figure 1, our framework consists of
two networks: G : X × Y α → Y α and F : Y → X. We
train the two networks G and F at the same time, G
is designed to render a particular style and F is used
to remove style. We feed network G with an image of
a face with style, yα ∈ Y α, and a picture of a different
face without style, x ∈ X. Style transfer network G
learns to extract the style of yα and renders it to x while
preserving the identity of x. While the style removal
network F learns to remove the style of the same photo
yα maintaining its identity. Note that if G and F work
successfully, we can transfer the style of the output of
G to the output of F which will double the number
of training samples. And if G and F can maintain
identity, we can attain two images that look like the
two input images. Thus, based on the above analysis,
we have the following losses.

Adversarial loss. We utilize an adversarial loss to
encourage the results of G to be indistinguishable from
the real stylized samples from domain Y , the loss is
defined as:

LG(G,DY ) =Eyα∼pY [logDY (xr)]

+ Ex∼pX ,yα∼pY [log(1−DY (G(x, yα)))]

Where G is encouraged to generate faces G(x, yα) in-
distinguishable from the real samples , while DY aims
to distinguish between the reference stylized faces xr
from domain Y and the translated faces G(x, yα). We
also introduce a similar adversarial loss to force F to
generate images that look similar to the non-stylized
reference faces from domain X:

LF (F,DX) =Ex∼pX [logDX(yαr )]

+ Eyα∼pY [log(1−DX(F (yα))]

A variant of Cycle Consistent loss. We argue
that the learned mapping functions should have cycle-
consistence property. For every image yα in domain
Y and x in domain X, our image generation network
should be capable of bringing x and y back to the input
image. This is to say, if we transfer style to x and
then remove the style immediately, we could obtain
the image x exactly. And if we stylize face x with the
style of face yα, and then transfer the same style of the
result G(x, yα) back to the style-removed face F (yα),
the result G(F (y), G(x, yα)) should look similar to the
input face yα. So the cycle consistent loss function is
defined as:

Lcyc(G,F ) =Ex∼pX ,yα∼pY ‖F (G(x, yα))− x‖1
+ Ex∼pX ,yα∼pY ‖G(F (yα), G(x, yα))− yα‖1

Style loss. Inspired by [8], we also employ an as-
sisting discriminator DS to determine if two pairs of



faces are stylized with the same style. When we train
the model, we need to feed DS with two style pairs,
one is fake style pairs (yα, G(x, yα)) and another one
is real style pairs (y, the same style α rendered to a
different face).

LS(G,DS) =Ex∼pX ,yα∼pY [logDS(yα, xr)]

+ Ex∼pX ,yα∼pY [log(1−DS(yα, G(x, yα)))]

Where xr is a synthetic ground-truth generated by the
current style transfer algorithm [13].

MSE loss. We enforce the style-removed face
F (yα) to be indistinguishable from its ground-truth yαr .
The pixel-wise L1 loss function between F (yα) and yαr
is as follows;

LMSE(F ) = ‖F (yα)− yαr ‖
2

Identity loss for F . To maintain the identity
of the style-removed faces, we encourage the style-
removed face F (yα) and the ground-truth face yαr to
have similar feature representations which are com-
puted by VGG-19 pre-trained network. The identity-
preserving loss Lid is expressed as:

Lid = E(y,yαr )∼p(y,yαr ) ‖φ(F (yα))− φ(yαr )‖2

Here φ(.) denotes the activations of the layer ReLU3-2
of the VGG-19 [22] pre-trained network while process-
ing some input image.

Total loss. The loss L is defined as:

L = λGLG + λFLF + Lcyc + λSLS + LMSE + Lid

λG, λF , λS are the hyperparameters. And we set λG =
λF = λS = 0.2.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2. Samples of the synthesized dataset.
(a) Original real face image. (b)-(h) The styl-
ized faces of (a) from Mosaic, Starry-night, the
shipwreck of the minotaur, Candy, Wave, Rain-
princess,and La-muse.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

To train our network, we need four separate
datasets, two containing faces without style and an-
other two containing faces with a wide variety of
styles. We utilize the CelebA [14] dataset to gen-
erate such datasets. Firstly, we randomly select 1K
source face from the dataset and then resize them to
get 128×128×3 RGB images. These images are used as
real ground-truth faces yαr . To generate stylized faces,
we use the universal style transfer [13] method for 200
diverse styles. And finally we harvest 5K training pairs
for {yα, yαr } pairs. Then using another 1K real face
and the same 500 styles, we obtain 5K training pairs
for {xr, x} pairs in the same way. To test our network,
we utilize 500 real faces to generate 2K testing pairs for
{yα, yαr } pairs from ten various styles and use another
500 real faces to generate 2K testing pairs for {xr, x}
pairs. As shown in Figure 2 , we applied different styles
to a single source face producing vivid stylized results.
There is no overlap between the training and testing
datasets.

(a) Source(b) RF [13] (c) Ours (d) [21] (f) [8]

Figure 3. Results of style transfer. We compare
with style transfer work [21, 8].

4.2 Style Transfer Results

Figure 3 shows the style transfer results. Our net-
work is able to transfer a wide variety of artistic styles
across diverse source faces preserving the identity of
them. We also compare our method with two different
previous work [21, 8].

CycleGAN [21] is an unsupervised approach that
uses unpaired dataset for the image-to-image transla-
tion task. It utilizes generative networks to make the
mapped images and the real samples in the target do-
main have the same data distribution. To use it for
style transfer, we employed a collection of stylized faces



with the same style and a collection of source faces to
train the network. The learned mapping function takes
one source face as input and transforms it into the spe-
cific stylized face domain. CycleGAN can only transfer
images between two specific domains and for each style,
it needs a set of faces with that style to train a network.
Thus, it is not appropriate for our style transfer task.
As shown in Figure 3(d), the mouth, nose, and eyes
of the stylized faces are distorted and preservation of
facial identity is lost.

We also compare our work with [8], a conditional
generative adversarial network, called pix2pix. Since it
can also only transfer images between two specific do-
mains, it is not suitable for our task. For style transfer
task, we use a paired stylized faces and source faces to
train the network. The resolution of the stylized out-
put faces of the network is 256 × 256 pixels, and we
resize them to 128 × 128 pixels for comparison. From
the fifth column of Figure 3, one can see that the styl-
ized faces are fuzzy and distorted. Thus, their network
fails to generate attractive results.

Compared with previous work, we obtain more ap-
pealing results and perform better in preserving the
facial identity of the source face photo, as shown in
Figure 3(c).

(a) Source(b) Reference (c) our

Figure 4. Limitations of STN.

(a) Stylized (b) GT (c) Our

Figure 5. Limitations of SRN.

4.3 Style Removal Results

In Figure 6, we compare our results with three dif-
ferent methods by using our training dataset to retrain
the three approaches.

We retrain CycleGAN [21] using a set of stylized
faces and a set of source faces. The network learns a
mapping between two different domains. The learned
mapping function takes one stylized face as input and
transforms it into the real face domain. Since Cycle-
GAN uses unpaired face datasets, it fails to map the

features of the source faces to the stylized faces. As a
result, their approach is not appropriate for style re-
moval task. As shown in Figure 6(c), the recovered
faces are distorted and the style that overlaps with the
hairs was not fully removed.

We compare our work against [8]. Since it employs
a patch-based convolutional neural network to discrim-
inate the image patch between a source face and a styl-
ized face, their method fails to catch the global struc-
ture. For style removal task, we use a paired stylized
faces and real faces to train the network. From the
fourth column of Figure 6, one can see that the details
of the face were fuzzy and it loses identity consistency
with respect to the source face.

Fatemeh and Xin [16] propose a generative network
for style removal. They employ a full connected layer
in the generator to match feature maps between the
source faces and the stylized faces. However, we find
that the residual network is more suitable for this task.
This is because the de-stylized output faces should be
identity consistent with real faces. we don’t require
our layer to learn how to produce a new image taking
a source image as input. Instead, we just require it to
learn how to generate an output by adjusting the input
image. Instead of directly learning a desired underlying
mapping, a residual layer just needs to learn a residual
mapping, so it is more appropriate for this task. As
seen in Figure 6(e), while the method can produce ac-
ceptable results, the recovered faces lose some details
of hairs and color consistency.

Compared with the above approaches, the results
of our method demonstrate better preservation of face
identity and are more consistent with the source faces
in colors, as shown in Figure 6(f).

5 Limitations

However, one limitation of our method is that the
network may result in artifacts for faces that have large
pose variations. Also, since the color information of the
stylized portraits is distorted, it is not easy to recover
the color corresponding to that of the real images. As
shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the style transfer result
has some distortions and the recovered face loses some
details of face colors.

6 Conclusions

We present a method for transferring style from a
reference face to a source face and for removing style
of the same stylized face. We train the style transfer
network and removal network together, which allows
them to strength each other. Our network can extract
the facial features of the reference face and apply it to
a source face. At the same time, it can also de-stylize
stylized portraits successfully.



(a) Stylized (b) GT (c) [21] (d) [8] (e) [16] (f) Our

Figure 6. Results of style removal. We compare with style removal work [21, 8, 16].
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